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LifeRing’s Worldwide C5ISR ELINT Processing
AGIS’ C5ISR system is the only known C5ISR capable of processing 20,000+ near real time sensor reports
along with satellite imagery from various sources and satellite ELINT data, to provide Worldwide Command
and Control capabilities to countries from Europe to Asia. We have in the past fused ELINT from multiple
sources to provide more accurate and comprehensive intelligence to U.S customers and can include
commercial unclassified ELINT information to further improve Situational Awareness. Using ELINT combined
with other sources can provide both civilian and military users with more accurate and meaningful data.

AGIS’ ability to automatically create radar coverage diagrams depicted in our last C.O.P. NEWS is especially
useful for amplifying received radar reports allowing analysis as to when radars will acquire an aircraft.
AGIS’ C5ISR capability to also simultaneously monitor and display worldwide ship (AIS) and aircraft (ADS-B)
transmissions further amplifies worldwide our C5ISR capability. This enhanced capability is made
operationally useful by AGIS’ Multi Domain Data Link (MDDL) fabric which enables the exchange of this data
with current US Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps and NATO C5ISR systems thus creating a synchronized
COP for all to use to enhance Joint Forces Operations.
AGIS’ ability to provide a low cost C5IS system that, in addition to the normal C5ISR capabilities includes PTT
and Video and multi-lingual controls, makes this system ideal for those who do not have a state-of-the-art
C5ISR system. Furthermore, it is available as an App or as an interoperable Web-Client.
To get the latest version of any of our Thick client apps, go to www.agisinc.com/download. To try our Web client system, go to either
www.liferingmilitary.com or www.liferingfirstresponder.com.
All other inquiries, please contact Cap Beyer at beyerm@agisinc.com or by phone at 561-744-3213.
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